










MUSIC AND SPACE IN THE
VIDEO INSTALLATIONS OF BILL VIOLA

During the early 1960s, video—an easily operable, inexpensive, reusable format—became a widely available alternative to film stock.  At the more daring edge of innovation, installation artists readily incorporated the new technology into their work, enticed by the possibilities of combination and fusion that it offered.  Although the poor quality of primitive video has sadly meant that much early work has now perished, what has survived (or accounts of what hasn’t) aligns early video art closely with contemporary styles in art film, a genre much better preserved.  While filmmakers such as Andy Warhol rejected the realist illusions of mainstream cinema by refocusing on the filming process itself, frequently exposing both camera apparatus and editing fissures in their work, video artists often placed emphasis on the physical aspects of videoing rather than on what was in front of the camera.​[1]​  But while experimentation in film remained largely image- and sound-based, with filmmakers establishing new relationships within the diegesis (the film world), video artists began to investigate beyond the screen, extending their preoccupation with video technology into the physical possibilities of the equipment itself: how and where the monitors could be installed.​[2]​  Korean-born composer and artist Nam June Paik (b.1932) for example, magnetically altered live broadcast TV transmission to create distorted montage sequences, which he then spread over many screens, assembling up to three hundred “altered television sets” to form pyramid or arched “video walls”.​[3]​  Paik’s work is characteristic of the first wave of video art (a period roughly from 1963 to 1976), in which attention began to move away from the single object—a painting, sculpture or fresco—and rested instead on the movement and relationship existing between a number of elements and their contexts.  
Yet video offers artists more than just a range of spatial possibilities; as an audio-visual medium, it also gives them the option of including sound in their works in a way rarely encountered before.  The addition of sound and music into video art’s mixture was a natural extension from various Fluxus experiments in which artists had begun to unravel their work through time in happenings and so on: simultaneously, composers both within the group and beyond were acquiring heightened awareness of the spatial implications of music, ones first explored during the Renaissance.​[4]​   Just as artists were starting to investigate the temporal dimension of their work, musicians began to respond to performance spaces in new ways, creating art and music that overflowed into each other.​[5]​  Janus-faced, video installation rests at the intersection of these two expanding disciplines, a collaboration of sound, image and space, with a closer relationship to music and art than to cinema, despite its initial similarities to the latter.  
Accordingly, video installation creators are often both artist and composer: Paik, for instance, studied art, music, aesthetics and philosophy in Hong Kong and Japan, before moving to Germany for in-depth music training at the University of Munich and the Conservatory of Music in Freiburg.  American artist Bill Viola (b.1951) also trained in music and, as a member of David Tudor’s early avant-garde group Rainforest, regarded the art and sound collaboration of video as more than just an interesting interplay of two disciplines; indeed, he saw it as a physically necessary partnership.  Repeatedly describing the video medium as an audio rather than visual form in his book, Knocking at an Empty House: Writings 1973-1994, Viola explained that while film evolved from photography (as a succession of stills), videoing was an electromagnetic process that had its roots in audio technology: “the video camera, as an electronic transducer of physical energy into electrical impulses, bears a closer original relation to the microphone than to the film camera”.​[6]​  Music and image, then, were treated by Viola as interchangeable:

  I think of all the senses as being unified.  I do not consider sound as separate from image.  We usually think of the camera as an “eye” and the microphone as an “ear”, but all the senses exist simultaneously in our bodies, interwoven into one system that includes sensory data, neural processing, memory, imagination, and all the mental events of the moment.  This all adds up to create the larger phenomenon we call experience … field perception is the awareness or sensing of an entire space at once.​[7]​

Although Viola aligns himself with a format that is predominantly musical, his interests remain centred on issues of artistic space, of “field perception”, a combinative concern that aims to create neither musical images nor visual music, but rather a musical-visual simultaneity.  Viola frequently cites the Duomo in Florence as of pivotal importance to his musico-visual style, explaining how he spent many hours in the building making architectural records, not with a sketchbook but with a tape recorder to create what he called “acoustic architecture”: his encounter with the Duomo led to an exploration of acoustical wave patterns, and a growing interest in the freedom of sound to go, in his own words, “around corners, through walls, or [to] totally immerse, even penetrate the observer”.​[8]​  
Because of the spatial and audio-visual possibilities offered by the technology, many artists consider video installation to be a truly new artistic format with little historical baggage, a genre that offers an unusually free space in which to work unhindered by convention or expectation.  But, as suggested above, although the genre seems to present an alluring lack of history, this is illusion: rather, it harbours a double past, an excess of history that is not merely eclectic but combinative.  The “new” genre is achieved not by progressing in any one direction, nor by developing a particular form, but by merging a musical and an artistic past, two strands that only fully come together at video installation’s conception.  Heterogeneous in nature, eclectic and plural in perspective, video is best considered a meta-media or “culture”, a genre that is at once innovative and new and yet has the ability, through its recording capabilities, to reuse and recontextualise existing images and sound.​[9]​  As they find a single, traceable line of development impossible to find, video installation artists are able to claim an ancestry of assorted disciplines, paradoxically creating a modern form without a past in which artists are free constantly to refer to and yet violate their predecessors.​[10]​  While Paik takes his images and sounds from broadcast TV, for instance, Viola aligns himself with the history of art—with “artists”—by visually referencing work by Goya, Bosch, Vermeer and others within a stylistic homage to Medieval representation, European Romanticism and Orientalism.​[11]​  
Any theory of video installation art, then, must begin with recognition of its heterogeneity.   As a “culture”—a meta-media—video installation becomes nonsensical if viewed from only one perspective (discussing, for example, video’s digital mastery or drawing analogies between its installation and other sculptural traditions): it necessitates criticism that is as interdisciplinary as its subject, a theoretical approach that takes into account both the audio-visual and the historical-progressive duality of video.  And yet consideration of video installation beyond its visual and sculptural qualities is notably absent in existing literature, which has discussed the visual side at the (almost total) exclusion of the aural.​[12]​  This is perhaps because to acknowledge the genre as double-sided seems to require a two-fold response.  But this is not so: to treat video installation as though it were the product of two separate components rather than a musico-visual whole misses the point.  What is needed, rather, is an exploration into how video installation merges its musical and artistic pasts into one work, an exploration that treats image, sound and space as equally important.
In order to begin such an exploration, we need first to establish the nature of installation space and to then access its implications for existing theoretical work.  However certain artist-filmmakers have succeeded in drawing attention to the framed (diegetic) limits of Hollywood film—as did Warhol and other directors such as Derek Jarman—they cannot exceed these boundaries in their own work.  Although attempts to expose film’s material basis have undermined (or at least attacked) illusions of reality in traditional cinema, experimental film can never be more than satirical: it can subvert its own fictionality, refer beyond its frame, or directly address the viewer, but it will nevertheless remain confined within the same two dimensional parameters as the Hollywood films it criticises.  Film theorist Noël Burch, discussing these parameters, splits the nondiegetic space beyond the screen into two categories—imaginary and concrete.​[13]​  Unlike the classical theatre stage, its space-“off”—the wings—remaining inflexibly imaginary, film is able to render its nondiegetic space concrete through diachronic montage and camera mobility, which provide viewers with a 360-degree rotation around a scene, filling in more fully the out-of-frame space that André Bazin perceives as a “continuum of the real”.​[14]​  Pans and reverse-shot sequences break apart the rigidity of the stage space, splintering it into multiple shots and viewpoints in order to create the illusion of a fluid, plastic, animated space, a “real” that the camera movement reveals, according to Bazin, “like a window or a mirror”. 
Film, however, with its single point perspective, cannot (at least traditionally) provide the viewer with a 360-degree view at any one time: even in instances of concrete off-screen space, there is always a temporary frame, an implied nondiegesis that provides both an extension to, and imaginary support for, the images.  Off-screen sound frequently offers this support in film, with the sound of a doorbell ringing or footsteps fading into the distance helping to conceal the limits of the image, and so convince the viewer that the diegesis extends in every direction: that the fictional world is real and fully dimensional.  It has commonly been asserted that nondiegetic music operates in much the same way, as the three dimensional property of all sound (disturbance in air or, to use Viola’s phrase, “freedom to go around corners”) adds an auditory space to create extra depth and dimension to the otherwise flat screen and its spectral images: as Michel Chion points out, there is no “auditory container” for film sound in the same way as there is a “visual container” for the image.​[15]​  While the critics of nondiegetic scoring have considered music an almost parasitic device used merely to reinforce the visual track, with little structural or narrative importance, others, such as Chion and Claudia Gorbman, have assured us that, while perhaps not localisable in the story, sound always bears a relationship to the images: although it (often) denotes nothing concrete onscreen, it “signifies in relation to the story”, enlarging the physical and psychological containment of the film.​[16]​  
Operating in a different space to image, and in a less obviously referential way, mainstream soundtracks have been assigned the more subjective yet paradoxical role of establishing “realism” through a musical accompaniment only possible in fiction.  Soundtracks do not (at least for most of us) operate in real life; and yet nondiegetic music in film is used to convince us that what we witness is little different from our everyday lives, a contradictory success explicable, suggests Caryl Flinn, through psycholoanalysis.​[17]​  Able to return the viewer to a state of bodily fusion with the mother, where background sound was the only sensorial stimulus, film music, proposes Flinn (after Guy Rosolato and Didier Anzieu), bypasses the usual censors of the preconscious in order to gain direct access to the psyche.  Barriers that hinder full involvement in the fiction, such as external noise or visible editing cuts, are smoothed over by the soundtrack in order both to reduce awareness of nondiegetic limits and better to fuse the subject to the screen, thus restoring (or recreating) a temporally and spatially remote site of plenitude thought irrevocably lost.​[18]​  In order to function properly, Flinn’s Utopia is reliant on the Hollywood “Romantic composed score”, which she claims creates a double regression: not only rekindling a sense of bodily wholeness, Romantic music also harbours a latent nostalgia for an idealised past, a “sense of something better”.​[19]​  The use of Romantic formula and cliché is essential for Flinn’s regression, as familiarity allows music to remain in the viewer’s perceptual periphery, unnoticed.  Similarly, Gorbman, although not centring on compositional procedure, assures us that nondiegetic music remains unheard at a conscious level, being relegated instead to the viewer’s sensory background: “that area least susceptible to rigorous judgement and most susceptible to effective manipulation”.​[20]​  






Bill Viola: The Stopping Mind
Viola describes The Stopping Mind, conceived as a permanent exhibit at the Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt, as:

for projected images and sounds based on the age-old human desire to stop time.  It deals with the paradox of thought (memory) and experience—and the underlying propensity of the mind to retain or arrest experience and the dynamic nature of both the experience and the perpetual movement of consciousness itself.​[21]​








Floor Plan of Bill Viola’s The Stopping Mind


Four projectors mounted on the ceiling send separate but related images from a thirty-six minute videotape onto the opposite screen.​[22]​  Shot at twenty different locations, ranging from private spaces to more public, communal ones, the video offers a loosely themed dialogue on the antagonism between nature and the city, with images of mountains, cliffs, caves, forests, bushes, grass, flowers, rivers and lakes frequently juxtaposed with those of streets, squares, buildings, houses and cars.  At first, the work is static, the room silent: at random intervals the images on all four screens synchronically come to life in, according to Viola, “a burst of frantic motion and cascading sound”.​[23]​  After a few seconds, the moving images abruptly freeze again (with the same still on all screens) and the sounds disappear until the next eruption, which is rarely more than thirty seconds away: a proportion determined largely by the perimeters of receptive bearability.​[24]​  This alternation of movement and stasis recurs four times before the whole begins again, creating an endless loop.  Within the synchronous framework, however, the sequences are processed through a computer programme based on a random generator, which ensures that the images between the first and last of the loop are never the same on any of the screens at any one time: the contents of each projection are closely related, but the viewpoint of each varies.  Moreover, the random generator modifies the progression order of the 54,000 individual frames every time: at the end of each sequence of images the chance stopping and starting is automatically reprogrammed, so that the images never unravel in an identical order twice
But while the precise content varies with each showing, The Stopping Mind always follows a clear dramatic and temporal rhythm.  In the first section, shots taken with a moving camera, accompanied by their natural sounds, are greatly protracted.  The slow motion images, together with Viola’s technique of touching the object filmed with the microphone, create an intimate sequence of minimal contrast to the stasis that surrounds them.  The second section involves both an increase in the number of images, which are now presented for a slightly shorter time, and of camera movement within each shot.  Although sound was recorded at the same time as image, Viola uses a microphone that absorbed noise from all directions equally, rather than the conventional directional version, creating an abstract, nonreferential quality that could deal with the sound of the wind or the ambience of a street.  Once recorded, sounds for the second sequence are electronically amplified and edited, becoming, in the second section, loud, intrusive and at times distorted, with the spatial, ambient noises particularly harrowing.  The third section uses repetitions of the now familiar sequences, although the combinations are changed.  Again, both the movement of the camera within each shot and the volume of accompanying sound increases greatly, rendering a growing number of shots both visually and aurally indistinct.  This time, the camera motion is accompanied by a multiplicity of viewpoints around each object, an incessantly changing distance between the camera and its subject that causes a proliferation of unusual detail, an increasing abstraction.  In the fourth and final section—compared by critic Jean-Christophe Ammann to “standing in the middle of an earthquake”​[25]​—sequences of extreme   brevity are shown, with violent movement of the camera itself accompanied by what Viola calls “frightening” sounds.​[26]​ 
    Within the image sequences are eighteen “secret” or “hidden” frames that show Viola’s arms, legs, hands and occasionally face bathed in blue light for a fraction of a second; inserts that Rolf Lauter has described as hidden, “fragmentary self-portraits”.​[27]​  The visual self-references are mirrored in the soundtrack: Viola’s own voice performs a continuous chant that emanates from a speaker in the centre of the four screens, a whispered text spoken swiftly but carefully in English.  The words, presented without pause in a monotonous tone, describe the progressive loss of bodily sensation in an unknown black space.  Despite being on an endless loop, however, the voice is obscured by the loud, aggressive music accompanying the moving sequences: audible only in moments of visual stillness, the whispering becomes synonymous with frozen time, the moments of relief in which, Viola explains, “the ‘disarmed’ images subside into the pictorial”.​[28]​  After the sensory overload of the moving sequences, the viewer is confronted with a striking absence, a disconcerting, “disarmed” stillness that allows the voice to assume the perceptual foreground.





          It is not the monitor, or the camera, or the tape, that is the basic material of video, but time itself.  Once you begin to work with time as an elemental material, then you have entered the domain of conceptual space … if light is the basic material of the painter or photographer, then duration is the materia prima of the time-based arts of cinema and video.​[30]​

Fundamental to much of Viola’s work, the exploration and manipulation of duration manifests itself in a variety of ways: in Anthem, for instance, Viola elongates a child’s three-second scream in Union Station, Los Angeles, to eleven and a half minutes, extracting an entire scale from it; in The Greeting he moulds time visually by playing image sequences twelve times slower than their normal length.  Time becomes, in Viola’s words, a “sculptural thing” able to slow movement down until events become unnaturally highlighted, unfamiliar and detached from their original setting.​[31]​ 
Although the still images in The Stopping Mind exert a similarly strong control over duration, creating what Viola calls “imprisoned time”, the motionless pictures also generate a sense of fiction that threatens to distance viewers from video rather than draw them in the same way as slow motion can.​[32]​  In “Rhetoric of the Image”, Roland Barthes suggests that still images—photographs—do not offer a presence that is contemporary, but one that is no longer there: the place depicted is present but time is past, creating an illogical conjunction of here and then, a spectral residue that creates a new category of “space-time”.​[33]​  Such “real unreality”, Barthes claims, gives photography little projective power, as it initiates external contemplation rather than encourages absorption into magical or fictional possibilities.  Juxtaposed temporally against the moving sequences, spatially alongside the real time of the gallery and generically against their own technological foundation (movement), then, Viola’s still images appear to exude a sense of the past, an inaccessibility that detaches them from the viewer.  Although the installation’s hermetically sealed environment disconnects itself from the outside, in order to accomplish fully what Christian Metz calls the “transference of reality” into the filmic, the viewer’s conversion into the video world must be sparked by a spectacle at least slightly resembling reality.​[34]​  Here, in The Stopping Mind, visual reality is completely frozen: if slowing time exposes the fiction of video rather than enabling reality to transfer into it, Viola’s stillness should destroy any possibility of viewer-work fusion. 
Nevertheless, in the same way as a photograph’s ability to conjure forth another time makes its presence seem unreal, movement creates a strong sense of the present.  Viola’s stills, as arrested motion rather than self-contained photographs, are not only imbued with the memory of the installation’s “earthquake”-like movement, but remain full of latent energy, ready to burst into life again at any moment, rather than recede into the past.  Paradoxically, then, the still sequences are continuously contemporary, representing not inactivity but a move into another time or—to borrow a term from the artist—into a “supra-temporal timelessness”.​[35]​ 
Viola’s monotonal monologue seems to be an aural equivalent to the “supra-temporal” visual stills: enveloping the viewer in a meditative sonic cushion, the words describe in halting sentences a claustrophobic “closing down”, a semantic progression that mirrors the decay of physical freedom depicted.  Combined with the still images, the repetitive text is a response to the installation title: translated from the Japanese term “Teishin”, The Stopping Mind designates a state of mind recognised in both martial arts and Zen disciplines, in which an object of thought comes to the forefront of the mind and prevents perception or action without bias; it is a static yet disruptive state of discontent and upheaval.​[36]​  Viola’s text is structured in such a way as to evoke the feeling of “Teishin” through obsessive rotation around a single event.  Although the only movement, the words correspond to the visual suggestion of a different temporality by describing the act of falling asleep, a move into dream-time.  Paradoxically, then, the still section of the work evokes process, the transition between awaking and sleeping, consciousness and dream and the loss of bodily 
control: as the voice itself declares, “Everything is closing down.  Closing down around my body.”  
The words seem narcissistic in their description of disorientating black space, as the hypnotic quality of the voice itself lulls the viewer into the soporific, “obtuse” Barthesian state evoked in the text:​[37]​

               A small opening around my face.  Only a small opening around my face remains.  Outside of this—the oblivion of nothing.  Outside of this there is only darkness.  There is only blackness.  There is nothing.  I am like a body underwater breathing through the small opening of a straw.  A body underwater breathing.  Breathing though a small opening.  Finally, I let that go.  I let it go.  Sinking down into a black mass.  Submerging into the void.  The senseless and weightless void.

Nevertheless, although textual insistence that the installation’s time is independent of the “oblivion” beyond becomes clear, the role of the whisper cannot be purely linguistic.  Rather, Viola’s toneless chanting, despite its disjointed, faltering sentences and unvarying pitch, acquires a rhythmic persistence (or Teishin) that causes a departure from traditional prosody and speech patterns.  Traditionally, linguists have classified the world’s languages in terms of the type of rhythmic organisation they exhibit, a theory (the one most well-known today) proposed by Kenneth Pike and David Abercrombie during the 40s and 60s respectively, which states that all spoken language operates through one of two patterns of isochronous speech units.​[38]​  Textual delivery in The Stopping Mind does not fall into distinct isochronous units, however, but seems to forego conventional speech intonation, demonstrating little regard for meaning, coherence or clarity of articulation: as a result, the text becomes difficult to make out.  On this level, then, words are abstracted from their signifying functions, turning focus instead onto the sound and rhythm of the whisper.  Treading the divide between words and sound, the voice assumes a two-fold function far beyond signification: first, it develops a certain musicality, with rhetorical repetition creating the semblance of rhythmic structure and the absence of melody creating a negative awareness of it.  With emphasis on rhythm, awareness of time is heightened in tune with the “imprisoned” visual stills, allowing Viola’s narrative elements to work together to evoke the departure from “objective” time for an imaginative non-reality.  Second, the whisper is musical and bodily, its guttural rhythm highlighting breath to ensure Viola’s presence in both soundtrack and image (his fleeting visual self-portraits). 

Movement
Juxtaposed against Viola’s aural and visual bodily closedown, the episodes of movement provide an explosive release of tension.  Jarring viewers from their cocooned, soporific state, the effect is one of terrifying abandon that flows over the edge, to use Viola’s words again, of “bareability”, relying on the viewer’s involuntary response to intense sound, rapidly changing images and darkness.  Having witnessed the descent into sleep, the viewer is here thrown with full force into Viola’s unconscious, in which there is no sequential logic to the images, and individual shots, often taken under water or from above, confuse normal perspective, creating undefined, almost abstract shapes.  What is more, when images are recognisable, they prevent identification of period or style by, for example, showing people nude or scenes deserted.  The confusion is explained by Viola as the product of an intensely personal mix of “archival footage (cultural memory) as well as home-movie-style created footage (individual childhood memory)”: a combination of faint or forgotten recollections with what dream analyst Alfred Maury in 1878 coined “day residues”—recent memories from the day before the dream.​[39]​  And yet, if as Metz claims, the distinction between object and copy dissolves on the threshold of movement, then these montage sequences should create some sense of reality rather than abstract formation: “in the cinema”, Metz explains, “the impression of reality is also the reality of the impression, the real presence of motion”; as movement can never be material but is always visual, to reproduce its appearance is thus to duplicate its reality.​[40]​  What happens in The Stopping Mind is that Viola’s high-velocity editing pushes through the life-like, emerging instead into the hyper-real: into Barthes’ “real unreality”. 
The result is unsettling: the nonnarrative dream-world appears real to the viewer.  Indeed, surrounded on all sides by space that, without visible boundaries, recedes into darkness, the viewer literally becomes part of the work. Viola’s interest in turning observation into experience—in making the viewer the subject—is long-running: much of his earlier work is based on this idea; his Reverse Television: Portraits of Viewers (1983-4), for instance, used footage of forty-four people in Boston who were filmed for ten minutes as they watched TV.  Each voyeuristic snippet was then edited into a thirty-second short and broadcast over a period of two weeks in November 1983 by a Boston television station: appearing as TV commercials, the disconcerting “mirror” images were transmitted every hour without title or prior notice, disrupting the normal course of programmes suddenly and unexpectedly.​[41]​  By videoing people in the context of their own living rooms, Viola emphasised the pace of watching and its corresponding silence and stillness in an assault on the commonplace security of TV consumption.  




Despite the spatial expansion, however, the furthest reaches of the matrix are occupied by sound.  Although speed of movement and obscurity of narrative in both image and music prevents a clearly identifiable connection between the two, they nevertheless operate in similar ways.  Just as images of “cultural memory” and “day residue” operate beyond signification, the installation’s music remains ungrounded—“frightening”—in several ways.  First, the sounds are those of no particular instrument but are recordings of real world noise caught by Viola’s multi-directional microphone: post recording, the natural sounds are disguised and distorted into unrecognisable forms through abnormal amplification, elongation and compression.  Such interference with the original sounds eliminates time and place from Viola’s musical vocabulary, creating an aural obscurity analogous to visual familiarity subverted by unusual camera angles.  Sound and image, then, become, in their locational confusion, continuous or extendable one into the other.
Second, Viola’s soundtrack can be considered ungrounded in its lack of formal or tonal musical logic, as the noises offer neither pattern nor variation, but rather a loud undulating drone; a cubist soundscape that presents each noise from a variety of angles.  Counterpoint would be impossible here, as it would imply unfolding time, a reason for one particular moment to follow another: instead, the nonmimetic qualities of the manipulated real world sound exchange musical linearity for a pulsating stasis.​[42]​  To refer, then, to the well known dictum that music “makes time audible”, this is an aural manifestation of Viola’s “supra-temporal timelessness”, the sounds signifying a darker expression of the whispered text that they obscure in a move towards the “obtuse meaning” Barthes assures us lies beyond words.​[43]​
Behind language and representation, then, the music/image confluence in the moving episodes operate in a way at odds with Newtonian chronology and its metaphors of “stream” or “flow”.  Susanne Langer argues for the difference between time in music (which she calls an instance of “virtual time”) and absolute time (which she identifies as “the sequence of actual happenings”).​[44]​  She contends that musical time is neither one-dimensional nor concerned with pure duration: rather, absolute or clock time is replaced by musical time, suspending the ordinary progression of things.  Succinctly summed up by Kafka in a diary entry of 1922, the discordance between clock time, or publicly shared duration, and a more private time is commonly felt: “the inner one rushes along in a devilish or demonic—in any case inhuman—way while the outer one goes, falteringly, at its accustomed pace”.​[45]​  Whereas critics such as Langer perceive musical time to be more attuned to the “demonic” inner pace rather than the fluid movement actualised by the mechanical clock’s second hand, however, other theories have attempted to reveal an interaction between the two.  Jonathan D. Kramer, for example, proposes an alternative to Langer’s binary opposition, suggesting instead that absolute and musical time need not exclude one another: indeed, his ideas rest on the argument that musical meaning can be both internal, hence syntactic, and external, hence representational, or at least symbolic of extra-musical values.​[46]​
Although Viola’s abstract montage sequences and droning sounds do not depict the passing of time, at least not in the traditional sense (whatever that is), but rather correspond to Kafka’s “demonic” inner duration, within this inner time, there exists a duality as distinct as Langer’s, a double function for music that allows it to operate on two levels.  Viola’s sounds are external, representational, derived from real world sources and to some extent connected with images of that real world onscreen; and yet, digitally altered and devoid of musical logic, the sounds also belong to Viola’s internal dream world, passing, like Barthes’ photographic stills, without clear reference to anything specific.  The time that Viola’s music makes audible, then, is a synthesis of the real and imagined, a duality but also a union, which allows the work to break free from the traditional temporal confines of narrative.  Liberated from both “objective” and literary linearity (clock-time and narrative), The Stopping Mind evokes an inner, irrational realm, the moving sequences becoming a realisation of the performative, whispered chant that takes the viewer into the dream-time it describes: less a subconscious counterpart to reality and more a replacement of it.
            Viola’s sleep appears ominous and decidedly apocalyptic.  Following a Western hiatus of dream analysis, initiated by the church’s perceived alliance of the subject with sorcery, a nineteenth-century resurgence of interest established ideas that were to assume great significance in later studies.  Early theoretical ventures into dream analysis considered sleep a process of decentralisation during which fantasy is able to take control: according to the earliest enquiries of Albert Scherner (1861), when awake, the mind thinks in ideas, but in sleep thoughts are “dramatised” into images.​[47]​  The idea of pictorial representation was later included in the “free-association” psychoanalysis of Freud, in which, he postulates, “dream-work” guards sleep by disguising unacceptable dream thoughts in symbolic versions (often opposites).​[48]​  Although Jungian interpretation (followed by Montague Ullman and Ann Faraday in the 70s) considers the unconscious not simply a storehouse of repressed wishes, as in Freudian theory, but as having the prospective function of guide and adviser, a means of communication for such unconscious information to conscious awareness, elucidation is still a visual one.​[49]​
Viola’s dream images, however, are barely decipherable, their abstract arrangement both within and between shots destroying narrative and with it the possibility of a straightforward, comprehensive reading.  Avoiding the “sensational” regularly achieved by slow motion, Viola’s work is more a violent ejection, elimination or excretion of “useless” (Robert) or “unacceptable” thoughts that create the effect of release rather than offer the reasons behind it.​[50]​  Indeed, symbolism is lost in the fleeting sequences, the high velocity collage generating a logic too quick to grasp as visual reality is distorted into abstract shapes and impossible juxtapositions, a portrayal of sleep at odds with the revelations proffered by Jungian theory.  Indeed, without even the surrealist semblance of narrative identified by dream-analysts, Viola’s sleep is unguarded, exposed and awful; more nightmare than dream.  Many critics, including Karl Popper, consider nightmares to be the Freudian Achilles’ heal, a reason to denounce dream theory as myth with an unscientific basis: what could be the wish behind a dream that is so fearful that it awakens the dreamer?​[51]​  

The aura of image
The desire beneath Viola’s nightmare is complicated and requires us to return to his internal/external synthesia.  While operating beyond representation, his images are nonetheless derived from the real, albeit a reality distorted and often unrecognisable.  Moreover, video’s immediacy, its “here and now” quality, bears, according to Viola, the “weight of the truth factor in our society”: 

most people feel that what they are seeing through a video camera is a truthful record of an actual event.  This perception has its roots in certain characteristics of the medium such as its ability to display a “live” image and is often described pictorially as a quality of “immediacy” … since so much of my work has to do with “seeing” in an extended sense, I have found that raw and direct recordings in our current context can have great power.​[52]​ 

Able instantly to repeat what it records, video technology guarantees that reality is present in an emphatic sense, as the inability to change images, which do not exist unless shown, ensures that they retain an intense external residue, a certain sense of “truth”.  Video’s suggestion of visual reality is heightened further by its technological similarity to television, which, owing to its mass penetration and continually functioning national and global networks, has become less a mirror of reality than a constituent portion of a new (postmodern) state.  As television becomes increasingly responsible for shaping events and culture beyond its fictional frame, the ability to manipulate society into a reflection of itself means that transmissions no longer simply describe or replicate the real, but rather add to it.​[53]​  Functioning through a reciprocal transfer of influence, then, visual broadcast not only contains but also fashions the images it records, a complicated interplay that allows image to become active and real.  Primed by this symbiosis, the viewer experiences the images of The Stopping Mind, with their external residue and Metzian movement, as simultaneously both containing and becoming reality.  
While it seems strange, then, that Viola, although aligning himself with the Western art tradition, rejects both the realism of traditional imagery and the single-point perspective of Classical representation (painting, film, photography), video’s “external residue” is not wholly divorced from this lineage.  Television, however, in order to create its symbiosis, dismisses the processes of its making and broadcast in favour of a naturalised flow, creating the illusion that the screen is a window on the real world, a concealment at odds with the physical self-awareness of much video installation, which insists on just that materiality.  Indeed, running parallel to the “external truth” of The Stopping Mind’s images and music is, paradoxically, a sense of distance, a detachment not ordinarily noticeable in television: generated not only by the abstract distortions of reality within and between shots, but also by their high-velocity presentation, the feeling 
that something intervenes between source and display is fundamental.  While for Metz illusions of reality are most convincing when moving, Walter Benjamin, in his “Short History of Photography”, laments how, in the technological transition from an exposure time requiring several hours to one of only fractions of a second, there has been a gradual evaporation of “aura” from the image.​[54]​  Benjamin based his premise on the idea that the longer the interval of exposure, the greater the chance that an environment’s aura would seep into the image: more concretely, the temporal value of the interval determines a qualitative ratio between time and space in the photograph.  Paradoxically, as the iconic and spatial characteristics of photography became more accurate, the image lost its temporal anchoring in the experience of duration.  If applied to the instantaneous process of video recording, whose capacity for simultaneous reception and projection allows it to capture an unchanged, “live” picture with a high quota of reality, Benjamin’s argument would suggest that this reality is ungrounded: that the impression becomes displaced and superficial, “intervening” in the viewer’s experience.  
But this “intervention” does not distance spectator from work.  Real and yet depersonalised, the images of The Stopping Mind acquire a semantic freedom—a distance—that, in detaching source from representation, opens up an interpretative space.  In this space, the ungrounded visual signifiers become vulnerable to alternative auras, their external residue not only exposed to but also able to absorb the “live” impression of their new three-dimensional surroundings.  Here, Viola’s “structuralism”—his installation—assumes its greatest significance: unlike the television monitor, which has become a leisure appliance, its broadcast often competing against the rest of domestic or social life, the four monitors of The Stopping Mind are, as we have seen, completely segregated from anything else.​[55]​  Placed in the dark, rather than the light of a living room, the installation is both self-contained and endless, a “spatio-temporal matrix” that dispels domestic and external life for Viola’s alternative “state”, the reality imbued in the images totally absent.  With their weak aura, Viola’s video shots are able to shed their former referent without creating an absence: in a process reminiscent of the “decentralised awareness” identified by early dream theorists, the images reconfigure into a subconscious underworld, a “new” reality that far exceeds the fictional illusions of cinema. 
Viola’s new reality, though, is not a familiar one.  Contrasting the Albertian and, as we have seen, Bazinian notion of a painting (and as an extension, television)—as a window through which the viewer looks at the image of a world—to the religious icon, which, he claims, calls the viewer straight into the “divine image”, Viola describes the communicative processes of his work.​[56]​  While impregnated with the real, the images are abstracted to prevent easy identification, bypassing conventional representation and familiarity for an unsettling and paradoxical illusion that the dream visions are actually “real”, that they have gone through traditional iconism (Metz’s “transference”) and emerged on the other side.  Getting straight to the “divine” meaning is again manifest in the installation’s form, which is based on a mixture of sacred symbolic symbols—the layout of screens is, for instance, reminiscent of both the mandala and Zen perfect circles—that refer to alternative states or the “inner mind”.​[57]​  Within this matrix, then, the images are the opposite of “imprisoned”: released and empowered, yet still carrying the “weight of the truth factor”, they create a dream fantasy from, for and existing in reality, a physical, material work that subverts video’s inherent realism into a disturbingly plausible illusion.

The musical image
Extending beyond reality, The Stopping Mind diverges from the primacy of vision as the dominant perceptual sense: from the other side of representation, the images, with their reconfigured “dream-aura”, require a method of viewing more akin to listening than seeing.  Moreover, as we have seen, during the moving sequences the four-fold visual polyphony smashes its confines, spilling out of the screens into the space between, the nondiegetic gap—Burch’s “imaginary” off-stage—previously occupied by music alone.  Ordinarily in film, image can only be implied in this space, however convincingly shot the film or well staged the installation: a segregation of visual and musical space hinted at during The Stopping Mind’s moments of “supra-temporal” Teishin, where static images are accompanied by a temporally agile whisper.  But the eruption of nightmarish sounds, the work’s only element to appear and disappear sporadically, seems to provoke the frantic episodes of visual movement rather than accompany them, as though sound were giving access to the pictorial “dramatisation” of sleep identified by the early dream theorists.  Returning, then, to Viola’s self-confessed desire to create acoustic architecture by moulding shots through sound, the overspill of the aura-less images into three-dimensionality—and specifically into the nondiegesis—enables them to absorb the soundtrack, bursting into pictorial music.​[58]​  The result is a Taoist-like state in which music and image become both symbiotically reliant on and indistinguishable from one other.   
By thus relinquishing the individuality of his materials, Viola creates a non-relational unity that defies the Saussurean insistence on discontinuity between “signifiers” (here, music and image).​[59]​   As such, the installation operates in a way fundamentally at odds with the “parallelism” derisory critics have identified in certain Hollywood film scores, whereby the style and progression of music is determined primarily by its suitability to the image.  Used in this way, soundtrack can be no more than a discrete, discontinuous addition (although there has been a recent body of criticism that refutes this).  While Viola’s post-recording distortion of real world sounds initially seems to prevent direct re-attachment to their corresponding images (which are also abstracted beyond recognition), suggesting a degree of independent yet “parallel” motion between the two tracks, the symbiotic musico-visual interplay makes it impossible to claim that they are either in or out of sync with one another; rather, they become one indivisible strain.  
Not only, then, is Viola’s work at odds with Hollywood’s music/image discontinuity, its production of fiction from real-world sounds also reverses the cinematic drive for broadcast-like realism.  However, although starting from a polar extreme, The Stopping Mind, with its three dimensionality and non-relational unity, nevertheless creates a feeling of “wholeness” reminiscent of the “pre-Oedipal, pre-Linguistic” condition induced by Hollywood film (as perceived by Flinn).  Viola’s installation, then, seems to realise film’s most basic illusion.  While Hollywood’s flat screens demand the extra dimension of music to conjure forth utopian illusion, Viola’s multi-dimensional work turns the discursive construct of psychoanalysis into an objective reality by destroying the boundaries between active and passive, body and environment, self and other: video installation, in other words, becomes a literal manifestation of Bazin’s “continuum of the real”, creating the feeling in viewers that they have fallen out of the frame and into the nondiegesis.​[60]​
But the use of Flinn’s theory in explaining Viola’s work ends here.  Posing a drastic opposition whereby the listener does not hear the music, yet is conscious of the complexity and details of its structure, Flinn’s subconscious listening is at odds with the force of Viola’s nightmarish sounds, which not only launch the images into a swirling “earthquake” but demand of the viewers a heightened aural awareness.​[61]​  The Stopping Mind, although achieving a Utopian wholeness, does so by placing music in the perceptual foreground; an inversion of the hierarchy some theorists have proclaimed essential for a successful mainstream film.  And yet, it can be argued that, concealed within the theory of inaudibility is an interest in the deficiencies of cinema rather than in the narrational qualities of music: one of film music’s key roles in the classical paradigm is its capacity to compensate for the inadequacies of other textual elements, whether through its ability to add dimension to the otherwise flat images, to replace verbal narration or to smooth over editing cuts.  Here, in The Stopping Mind, the fictional world and its off-screen, caught up in interplay between four interweaving projections and multiple soundtracks, is already hyper-dimensional, making it impossible to distinguish between diegetic and nondiegetic.  Visual abstraction breaks from the confines of screen to challenge its own dimensional deficiency, spreading into illusory spatial gaps previously filled by nondiegetic music.  With a corresponding move out of referentiality, image appears empowered, able to construct its own material suture by taking on both the spatial and non-representational qualities of music.  Hollywood’s visual fantasy, no longer fragile and incomplete but fully embodied, does not require music to smooth gaps or draw “the spectator further into the diegetic illusion”.  Rather, the visual move into musicality liberates soundtrack from its compensationary function, making unnecessary the use of off-screen noise and music to imply an “imaginary” space beyond the frame (Burch) or to provide extra dimensions to the flat visual plane.​[62]​ 
As traditional distinctions dissolve, however, the problem of identifying a source for music within the filmic world increases.   Although nondiegetic music is 
traditionally explained as that which is not localisable in the story (Kracauer), theorists have frequently been compelled to assign to it, in addition to its more functional suturing role, a concrete basis within the fiction; a way in which it can “signify in relation to the story” (Gorbman), whether the musical commentary of a cinematic “enabler” or presenter, or that or an implied author/ film maker (Levinson).​[63]​  Devoid of story, character and off-screen space, The Stopping Mind is an abstract “dream-world” with a soundtrack diegetic yet, strangely, without explicable source: not only does the musical Teshin move the whispering voice far beyond signification; the “frightening”, unrecognisable sounds act, according to Viola, like an “imprint” of the phenomenal world rather than a direct reference to it.​[64]​  The Stopping Mind does not offer musico-visual pictorialism—a “window through which the world can be viewed”—but rather a clearly unreal interpretation of its sources, an artificial construct that dispenses with any need for the narrative structures driving realist cinema.  With no identifiable source either within or external to the installation, then, the soundtrack cannot be attributed to any one implied, overseeing gaze other than that of the artificial mind which determines, at random, its beginning and end.  Instead, the freedom of the viewer to choose which screen to watch and which soundtrack to listen to allows them to impose their own boundaries, replacing film’s single point perspective—the selective “edit”, the narrative strain—with multiple possibilities.  
Able to choose their own adventure, viewers are not safely channelled into “narrative positions” by either music or image; rather, they are activated, breaking from the centre-periphery relation of broadcasting to become performative, listening participants.​[65]​  

This grave new world
Propelled by “real” people and devoid of artificial narratives, the installation develops a problematic interaction with the space beyond its walls.  To return to Viola’s self-proclaimed desire to reconcile “poeticism” with materiality, the four monitors and surround-sound allow him to project his dream-mind “out into the world” by making the “camera become the air itself: to become the substance of time and the mind”.​[66]​   Infinitely extendable in every direction, the installation becomes a spatial and temporal palimpsest of the external world, a map, as in Borges’s parable, the same size as the kingdom it portrays.  As such, it embodies cinema’s empowered position in society as visual broadcast that no longer merely contains but also fashions the images it records.  Is The Stopping Mind an extension of art or part of a reality that models itself on its own fictional, televised creation?  The installation’s invisible parameters enable a seamless fusion of the work with a world that no longer has an original referent or signified grounding.  Belief in the “truth” of television, with its “reality shows”, soaps and Hollywood replays, has reached such a height that its fallacious imprint of external life has become re-absorbed and transformed into the culture that created it.  It does not matter, then, that Viola’s sounds and images do not retain the aura of their source, as their source is instantly reconfigured by its copy, both representations disappearing into a technological “virtual” reality.  The installation does not extend beyond reality, but rather into it, reconstructing it as it plays, the viewer becoming not only part of the experience but also a vital part of its creation. 
And yet Viola’s dreamscape, as we have seen, is not a familiar one but rather a “nightmarish” technological kingdom whose symbolism is lost in the fleeting sequences, the high velocity collage generating a logic too quick to grasp as shots are distorted into abstract shapes and placed against one another in impossible juxtapositions.  Operating within a virtual, ungrounded reality, these nonnarrative sounds and images become a critique of both the belief in the television monitor as window and, conversely, of Baudrillard’s   subversion of that claim.  Unrecognisable, abstract and terrifying, the installation spills across its boundaries to interact with the space beyond, exchanging broadcast and cinematic rhetoric (narrative, realism) for irrationality and “earthquake”-like instability, a fantasy that offers a terrifying insight into the dangers inherent in giving television power to manipulate or restructure reality.  Viola’s use of sleep to attack the fibreless culture of technology here becomes significant: lost in the dream of cinematic emulation, society has relinquished its grounding in the real, drifting instead across a frail surface of Hollywood heroes and pop idols, an illusional, untouchable fabrication.  Presenting a nightmare so fearful that it wakes the dreamer, The Stopping Mind exposes what mainstream directors continually brush aside: that, as Benjamin warned, there might be no-one out there after all, no narrative voice or friendly eye-contact behind our technological make-believe.​[67]​   This exposure attempts to reactivate viewers, alerting them to the fictionalisation of their world and their belief in what they watch by providing the potential next step: a move from broadcast coherence into a subconscious fiction devoid of narrative logic and realist parameters, a nightmare world that is, paradoxically, more real than our current, superficial simulacrum. 
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